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ABSTRACT

Here is a review of the paper “Improving Clusterin
with Hidden Markov Models using Bayesian Mode
Selection” by C. Li and G. Biswas published in th
Proceedings of 2000 IEEE International Conferen
on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, 2000 [1]. Hidd
Markov Model clustering procedure is an effectiv
approach to improve the speed and accuracy
recognizers based on Hidden Markov Model
However, in the earlier work on clustering with
Hidden Markov models ([2], [3], [4]) there is no
objective criterion measure to determine the numb
of clusters in a partition. The HMM size for all
models in the final clusters in a partition is also pre
specified and uniform. All these pre-determine
factors will decrease the accuracy of HMM clusterin
if they are not correctly set.

This paper focuses on a Bayesian HMM clusterin
methodology that improves existing HMM clusterin
algorithm by incorporating Hidden Markov Mode
size selection into the HMM clustering procedure
The criterion for HMM size selection and partition
selection are investigated and the complete cluster
control structure for the Bayesian HMM clusterin
algorithm is shown in this paper. Experiments a
performed on the Bayesian HMM clustering
algorithm with artificially generated data. From th
experiments, the new method not only generat
more accurate model structure for individual cluster
but also improves the quality of the partition
generated, i.e., reduces Partition Misclassificatio
Count (PMC) and increases Between Partitio
Similarity (BPS) [6]. It seems Bayesian HMM
clustering algorithm does work in improving
accuracy of the existing HMM clustering algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many rea l app l i ca t ions , the dynamic
characteristics, i.e., how a system interacts with t
environment and evolves over time, are of interes
Such dynamic characteristics can be assumed
satisfy the Markov property and such behavior o
characteristic of these systems can be best descri
by tempora l features whose values chang
significantly during the observation period. Thes
dynamic characteristics are assumed to satisfy t
Markov proper ty, and may be v iewed as
probabilistic walk though a fixed set of states. Thu
we can characterize dynamics of objects in individu
clusters using hidden Markov models.

For speaker-independent speech recognitio
template training by clustering is required to achiev
high word recognition accuracy for practical task
Clustering derives structure from data by objective
partitioning data into homogeneous groups so that t
within group object similarity and the between grou
object dissimilarity are optimized simultaneously.
is important for our clustering system to determin
the best partitions of the data, and the best mod
structure, i.e., the number of states in a model,
characterize the dynamics of the homogeneous d
within each cluster. These tasks can be approached
(1) developing an explicit HMM model size selectio
procedure that dynamically modifies the size of th
HMMs during the clustering process, and (2) castin
the HMM model size selection and partition selectio
problems in terms of a Bayesian model selectio
problem.

2. METHODOLOGY

The clustering algorithm for temporal data tha
incorporates HMM mode size selection can b
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described in terms of a search procedure with fo
nested loops:

Loop1: derive the number of clusters in a partition;

Loop2: the object distribution to clusters in a give
partition size;

Loop3: the HMM model sizes for individual clusters
in the partition; and

Loop4: the HMM parameter configuration for the
individual clusters.

Once a model size(i.e., the number of states in t
HMM model) is selected, step 4 is invoked t
estimate model parameters that optimize a cho
cri ter ion. We use the well known Maximum
Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation method, th
Baum-Welch procedure [7] to iteratively guide th
parameter search process to the locally maximu
values.

2.1. Bayesian Criterion for HMM Size Selection

From Bayes theorem, the posterior probability of th
model, , is given by

where and are prior probabilities of the
data and the model respectively, and is th
marginal likelihood of the data. Assuming none o
the models considered is favored a priori, we ha

. That is, the posterior probability of a
model is directly proportional to the margina
likelihood. Therefore, the goal is to select the mixtur
model that gives the highest marginal likelihood.

Given the parameter configuration, , of a model
the marginal likelihood of the data is computed as

When parameters involved are continuous valued,
above computation often becomes too complex
express in a closed analytic form. One efficien
approximation method is the Bayesian Informatio
Criterion (BIC) [5], where in log form, marginal
likelihood is approximated by:

P M X〈 | 〉

P M X( )
P M( )P X M( )

P X( )
-----------------------------------=

P X( ) P M( )
P X M( )

P M X( ) P X M( )∝

θ M

P X M( ) P X θ M,( )P θ M( ) θd
θ
∫=
e

e

d is the number of parameters in the model, N is th
number of data objects, and is the ML paramet
configuration of model . , the data
likelihood, tends to promote larger and more detaile
models of data, whereas the second term, ,
the penalty term which favors smaller models wit
less parameters. BIC selects the best model for t
data by balancing these two terms.

Apply ing the BIC approximat ion, marginal
likelihood of the HMM for cluster  is computed as:

where is the number of objects in cluster , i
the number of parameters in , and is th
Maximum Likelihood parameters in . The HMM
size can chosen according to the highest BIC value

2.2. Bayesian Criterion for Partition Selection

In model-based clustering, the mixture model, ,
represented by component models and a hidde
independent discrete variable , where each value
of represents a component cluster, modeled by
Given observation , the density of an
observation from the th component model can b
represen ted by , where is the
corresponding parameters of the model. Therefo
the likelihood of the mixture model given data i
expressed as:

where is the probability that an observatio
belongs to the th component. Bayesian clusteri
algorithm casts the model-based clustering proble
into the Bayesian model selection problem.

According to Bayesian theorem, the best clusterin
mixture model has the highest partition posterio
probabi l i ty (PPP), . Here PPP can b
approximated with the marginal likelihood of the
mixture model, . Therefore, given partitions
with different component clusters, the goal is t

P M X( )log P X M θ̂,( )log
d
2
--- Nlog–≈

θ̂
M P X M θ̂,( )log

d
2
--- Nlog–

k
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C i
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select the best overall model, , that has the high
marginal likelihood of the mixture model, .

For partit ion with clusters, modeled as
, the PPP computed us ing BIC

approximation is:

where and are the ML model parameter con
guration and the number of significant mode
parameters of cluster , respectively. is th
likelihood of data given the model for cluster . Eac
object is assigned to one know cluster in the partitio
Therefore, if object is in cluster , and

otherwise. The best model clustering is th
one that balances the overall data likelihood and t
complexity of the entire cluster partition.

2.3. Bayesian HMM Clustering Control Structure

Given the characteristics of the BIC criterion i
partition selection and HMM size selection, the pap
employ a sequential search strategy for both select
search. Table 1 gives the complete description
control structure for the Bayesian HMM clusterin
(BHMMC) algorithm.

In this control structure, four steps in Bayesian HMM

Table 1: BHMMC control structure

K=1
do
   Select K seeds
   Apply HMM size selection on each seed
   Object redistribution:
       do

Distribute objects to clusters with the highest likelihood
           Apply HMM parameter estimation for all clusters
       while there are objects change cluster memberships
    Compute PPP of the current partition
    K = K+1
while Current PPP > PPP of the previous partition
Accept the previous partition as the final cluster partition
Apply HMM size selection on the final clusters.

M

P M X〈 | 〉
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K

∑+
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k Pk

k

Pk 1= Xi k

Pk 0=
t

n
f

clustering algorithm are implemented. Given
partition size K, step 1 selects seeds that are like
to form the centroids of the clusters in the
partition. HMM size selection is applied for each
chosen seed to find the best model size for ea
cluster. Next, step 2 distributes objects to individu
clusters such that the overall data likelihood given th
partition is maximized. If any object changes it
cluster membership in step 2, step 3 would upda
models for all clusters to reflect the current data in th
clusters. Then, all objects are redistributed based
the set of new models. Otherwise, the distribution
accepted. Then step 4 estimates the model parame
for each cluster using the Baum-Welch procedur
The clustering procedure is finished.

3. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS

The experiments in this paper are performed o
synthetic models and data. There are totally tw
experiments. For experiment 1, five different HMM
are generated for each of the three model sizes: 5,
15 states. Then a separate data set is created base
each of these 15 HMMs. For experiment 2, thre
groups of data sets are constructed. Individual da
sets in each group contain three models. Each mo
has a different size, i.e., 4, 6, and 8 states. There
different pairwise model distances in the thre
groups. Five data sets are constructed for each gro
accord ing to the pa i rw ise mode l d is tanc
requirement. Each data set is created by combini
data objects generated from the three differe
HMMs. Therefore, for these combined data sets, t
number of models involved, the model size an
parameter configuration are known.

However, the test set only containing artificially
generated data, which is hard to convince us that
these experiments were performed on the practic
training data sets, the results would still be satisfyin

In experiment 1, the effectiveness of BIC in selectin
HMM sizes was tested. As can be seen in experime
1, BIC selected HMMs that have sizes identical to th
generative HMMs for 5-state and 10-state HMMs
For 15-state generative HMMs, the sizes of th
derived models differ among trials and have a
average size 13.2, which is smaller than that of th
true HMMs. This should be attributed to the we
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known problem with the Baum-Welch ML paramete
estimation procedure. It sometimes converges to
locally maximum parameter configuration, whic
prematurely terminates the sequential HMM mod
size search process. It is a reasonable explanat
about the experiment result.

In experiment 2, thee effect of the HMM size
selection on cluster partition generation was studie
Two different clustering methods are compared: (
the Bayesian Hidden Markov Model Clusterin
(BHMMC) which performs dynamic HMM size
selection, and (2) a clustering algorithm that uses
pre-determined, fixed size HMM throughou
clustering. When model size selection is not applie
the partitions generated with too small a fixed HMM
i.e., a 3-state HMM, are considered better than tho
generated with too big a fixed HMM, i.e., a 15-stat
HMM. Partitions of better quality are generated whe
the fixed HMM size equals the average size of th
generative HMMs. When the HMM model selectio
procedure is applied, individual clusters are model
with HMMs of appropriate sizes to best fit data, an
the complexity of all HMMs in the partition and the
overall data likelihood are carefully balanced. For a
trials, partitions generated with HMM size selectio
have higher posterior model probability and large
between partition similarity than those obtained fro
clustering with the fixed size HMMs.

From these experiments, two ideas were verified. T
BIC algorithm works well when the size of true
HMMs are not too large. Incorporating HMM size
selection into HMM clustering algorithm leads to
better quality cluster partitions than those generat
by fixed HMM size clustering algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a review of an Bayesian HM
Clustering algorithm. The paper by C. Li and G
Biswas applies Bayesian criterion for HMM size
selection and partition selection in HMM clusterin
algorithm. The new clustering method is calle
Bayesian temporal data clustering methodolog
using HMMs.

According to the review, the incorporation of th
HMM size selection procedure not only generate
more accurate model structure for individual cluster
n

.

,

e

but also improves the quality of the partition
generated.

As we point out in this paper, the testing set should
practical to make sure that the clustering algorith
can be really verified on the data set. We hope we c
see more experimental results on the effect
BHMMC method when the method is applied to th
true speech data sets.
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